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ABSTRACT When people do the reading comprehension, they often try to find the words from the passages

which are similar to the question words first. Then people deduce the answer based on the context around

these similar words. Therefore, the position information may be helpful in finding the answer rapidly and

is useful for reading comprehension. However, previous attention-based machine reading comprehension

models typically focus on the interaction between the question and the context representation without

considering the position information. In this paper, we introduce the position information to machine reading

comprehension and investigate the performance of the position information. The position information is

experimented in three different ways: 1) position encoder; 2) attention mechanism; and 3) position mapping

embedding. By experimenting on TriviaQA dataset, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of position

information.

INDEX TERMS Attention mechanism, machine comprehension, position information.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a task of automatic question answering, machine reading

comprehension is usually defined as a task to answer a corre-

sponding question based on the some natural language docu-

ments. If a machine reading comprehension model can obtain

a good score from predicting the right answer, we believe that

the model is capable of understanding the given context.

Position information is important in many tasks of natural

language processing (NLP), such as machine translation,

entity relation extraction and question answering. While

doing human reading comprehension, people usually locate

the section which is close to question word first. Table 1

is an example of machine reading comprehension. There

are about thousands of words in the whole document, and

through the relevant search of question words, we can first

locate a excerpt of corresponding document shown in Table 1.

In this excerpt, the answer ‘‘Cliff Thorburn’’ is also found

surrounded the question words ‘‘snooker player’’ and ‘‘The

Grinder’’ (‘‘nickname’’ is also a key word if we associate

it with question word ‘‘known as’’). Thus we can find that
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question answering task usually requires only a small portion

of the context which is close to question words.

The research of machine reading comprehension [2]–[4]

has achieved a rapid progress with the release of large-scale

datasets like SQuAD [5], TriviaQA [6], CNN/Daily Mail [7]

and Children’s Book Test [8]. Generally, for answering a

particular question, there is a lot of redundant and irrelevant

context information in long document, which will cause some

noise and weaken the performance of the model. Suffered

from this problem, attention mechanism [9], [10] is used to

enable the model to focus on target area within a context

paragraph that is most relevant to answer the question.

Up till the present, most of the machine reading

comprehension models focus on how to obtain the impli-

cations between the question and document with attention

mechanism, but they seem to neglect the words position

information. In [12], it assumes that those words which are

closer to querywords aremore likely to be the related terms of

the query topic. The effectiveness of the position information

is proved in [12]–[14]. Our previous work [1] states that

the method of focusing on words in specific position coin-

cides with the thought of attention mechanism. So integrating

position information into attention mechanism is a natural

and useful way.
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TABLE 1. An example of machine reading comprehension from TriviaQA.

In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of

position information. After analyzing the role of position

information in machine reading comprehension, we inves-

tigate three methods of introducing position information:

position encoder, positionmapping embedding and positional

attention-based model. Both position encoder and position

mapping embedding encode the position information directly

into the text representation, and allow the model to take

advantage of the position information automatically. But

the positional attention-based model is in a more complex

way. The model can be divided into the following steps:

(i) We introduce the external knowledge Paraphrase Database

(PPDB) [15] and expand the question key words from PPDB

as the preparation to take full advantage of position infor-

mation; (ii) Based on our assumption that if a context word

is closer to the question words in context, the model should

pay more attention to this word. Therefore, some kernel

functions are selected to measure the proximity between the

center word of context and other words; (iii) We calculate

the position influence with the extended words set of ques-

tion and kernel functions, then use attention mechanism to

incorporate position influence and then compute the attended

representation. We also use query-aware attention to obtain

the attended query representation; (iv) We use these attended

representations to infer the answer by pointer network. After

this, to explore the effect of different implementation meth-

ods of position information on model performance, we also

conducted the experiments within position embedded and

position mapping methods.

In the experiments, in order to explore the performance

of different implementation methods of position informa-

tion, we evaluate our method on TriviaQA. The experimental

results show that the position information can guide machine

reading comprehension.

The work in this paper is an extension of our previous

work [1], which proposed a position-based attention mecha-

nism on machine reading comprehension. Based on this, this

paper further studies the application and influence of position

information, and the previously proposed model is one of the

method to utilize position information. At the same time, this

paper has carried on the experiment and the analysis to the

various aspects of the position influence, explained how to

use the position information reasonably. Our contributions

are summarized as follows:

• We investigate the effectiveness of position informa-

tion in machine reading comprehension tasks. Several

different methods which introduce position information

are experimented and analyzed. The experiments show

that the introduction of position information can help the

model to answer question.

• We experiment on TriviaQA dataset, and the results

prove that the method of using prior hypothesis and

attention mechanism is an appropriate application of

position information in machine reading comprehension

tasks, which is also more effective t han other direct

characterization methods. To explore more details of

the positional attention, we analyze the influence of σ

value on position information and visualize it for more

specifically.

II. RELATED WORK

A machine reading comprehension system based on a deep

neural model usually requires a large amount of data as

a support. Benefiting from the introduction of many large

datasets, machine reading comprehension neural model made

rapid progress in recently. There are some manually labeled

datasets like [16], [17], which are of high quality but

limited by a small number and difficult to train complex

models. The task of cloze style machine reading compre-

hension is to predict the missing word in a passage, mak-

ing it easier to automatically generate large datasets from a

large amount of existing natural text. But the construction

of datasets for extractive machine reading comprehension

is more complicated and difficult. For extractive machine

reading comprehension, WikiReading [18], MS Macro [19]

are constantly being introduced. [5] releases the Stanford

Question Answering (SQuAD) dataset, which orders of mag-

nitude may not be larger than all previous datasets, but it

still enjoys an exceedingly huge quantity. Along with its

extraordinary qualities, it drives to the culmination in a natu-

ral QA task. After that, TriviaQA [6] provides more realistic

questions with a larger order of magnitude.

Supported by these large datasets, neural models have been

developed. Due to the long-term reasoning involved, attention

mechanism component has become popular and important in

neural machine comprehension models. Previous works [2],

[9], [20], [21] usually adopte the deep neural model with

attention mechanism, and explore a lot of how to improve

the attention mechanism. AoA Reader [22] calculates the

similarity matrix with two-way attention and focus on each

other between the query and the passage. BiDAF [9] uses a bi-

directional attention to capture the interaction effect between

query and context, and calculates the query-to-context atten-

tion and context-to-query attention. In the previous works

[20], [23], machine reading comprehension task is regarded

as the segment of the answer, that is, the position at which

the beginning and the end of the answer were predicted. The

boundary-based pointer network [2] is then implement for

boundary model.

In information retrieval, position information is effective in

some tasks. [24] proposes positional language model for doc-

ument retrieval and proximity heuristic. In [12], it assumes
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FIGURE 1. The left is overall framework of our position-aware attention-based machine comprehension model, and the embedding
module is on the right. As given with the question-passage-answer triple example, we specially show how the question words
influence the word ‘‘Las’’ with position information. We first get the expansed words of ‘‘nicknamed’’, such as ‘‘named’’, ‘‘known’’,
‘‘called’’, etc. After retrieving in context, we then use a Gaussian kernel based on word ‘‘calling’’ to get its positional influence to ‘‘Las’’
(Question words ‘‘sin’’ and ‘‘city’’ work in the same way). Attention mechanism is then used to model the position influence into
context, and use it with question to infer the answer.

that the proximity between candidate terms and query terms

can be exploited in the process of query expansion, because

terms which are closer to query terms are more likely to be

related to the topic of query. [14] proposes Term Location

(TEL) retrieval model. In machine translation, [32] abandons

the neural network and only uses attention mechanism to

complete the task, then uses position embedding to improve

the model. In relation extraction [25] and sentence similarity

[26], the position information is also applied with atten-

tion mechanism. In our previous work [1], we introduce a

position-aware attention-based model for machine reading

comprehension.

In order to take full advantage of position information,

we expand the words before the attention component to

adapt to the complex and diverse expressions of syntactic

dataset of machine reading comprehension tasks. [27] pro-

poses PhraseFinder to build thesauri assist query expansion,

[28] expands seed lists by recursively querying for synonyms

using WordNet [29], and the work [30] uses lexical and

phrasal rules of Paraphrase Database(PPDB) to paraphrase

questions by replacing words and phrases in them.

III. POSITION INFORMATION IN MACHINE READING

COMPREHENSION

Position information is an essential part of natural language

understanding tasks. In most languages, the position of

words is related to the grammar and the structure of

sentences. One reason why Recurrent Neural Network

(RNN) [31] is so popular in NLP is that its architec-

ture can implicitly integrate word order information into

the model, which is very useful for many tasks, such

as machine translation, sequence annotation and language

reasoning.

While doing reading comprehension, we notice that human

usually locates the inference range to the neighborhood of the

question key words first, and then focus on these subsections

to answer. The question related paragraph contains the key

information to answer the question. Furthermore, the impor-

tance of the word is reduced when the word is far from the

question key words. The contexts far from the key words are

usually redundant with this question. Therefore, the position

information of the question words in the context is playing a

guiding role in reading comprehension.
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In this paper, we mainly investigate the effectiveness of

position information in machine reading comprehension.

First, we directly encode the absolute position feature, then

we introduce our position attention-based machine reading

comprehension model, finally we compare the other posi-

tion mapping method that can also make use of position

information.

A. POSITION ENCODER

There are other ways to introduce position information, such

as position embedding. This method directly introduces posi-

tion information to guide the model at the embedded layer.

At the work of [32], the model contains no recurrence and

no convolution. However, in natural language tasks such as

machine translation tasks, the position information of the

forward and backward context plays an important role in

the prediction of the model. In order to introduce sequence

position information, position encoder is used at embedding

layer. In order to compare the effectiveness of our method of

introducing position information, we add this component as

a contrast experiment.

In our contrast experiment, we add position embedding to

the embedding layer module of the baseline model. More

specifically, we use cosin and sine function to compute the

position embedding matrix:

PE(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/d ) (1)

PE(pos,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i/d ) (2)

where d is the dimension of word embedding of model,

we keep the dimension of the encoder consistent with the

dimension of word embedding d , and then add the two

together after this. pos is the position and i is the dimension.

Thenwefix this instead of trainable during training. Thework

of machine translation [32] find that using trainable position

embedding can not improve the performance, but at the same

time increases the amount of calculation.

B. POSITION-AWARE ATTENTION IN MACHINE READING

COMPREHENSION

As we describe in previous, we should pay more attention

to the words in some specific areas. This is consistent with

the idea of attention mechanism. We mainly introduce the

detail of our position-aware attention-based model that is

backward for the inference text paragraph. An overview of

our paragraph-level machine reading comprehension model

is shown in Figure 1.

1) QUESTION AND PASSAGE ENCODER

After input the neural language sentences of question and

passage, we embed each word on character-level and word-

level as show in the right side of Figure 1. First, following

the previous method [33], we use Char-CNN to generate

character embedding ({c
Q
i }mi=1 for question and {cPi }

n
i=1 for

passage, m is the length of question and n is the length of

passage) for each word. At the same time, by looking up from

pre-trained 300-dimensional Glove word vectors [40], we can

obtain the fixed-size word embedding ({w
Q
i }mi=1 for question

and {wPi }
n
i=1 for passage) of each word.

After getting character-level and word-level embed-

ding, we then input the concatenate of these two

embeddings through Highway network to get the final

representation({e
Q
i }mi=1 for question and {ePi }

n
i=1passage). The

purpose of character embedding is to help model to solving

the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problems, and the goal of using

highway network is to calculate the representation feature in

different granularity levels.

In order to be benefited from both the forward and back-

ward Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM) [35],

we use bi-directions LSTM (BiLSTM) to compute the repre-

sentation u
Q
i for question and uCi for passage separately with

the question and context representations from the previous

layer:

u
Q
i = BiLSTMQ(u

Q
i−1, e

Q
i ) (3)

uCi = BiLSTMC (u
C
i−1, e

C
i ) (4)

2) POSITION-AWARE ATTENTION

In this part, we focus on how to apply the position informa-

tion to enhance the answer prediction. First, we introduce

the PPDB-based word expansion, which is the beforehand

component that could make model take more advantage of

the position information. Then we introduce several kernel

function which can measure the word relation of our prior

assumption. After that, we implement the attention mecha-

nism to model the position information for the final predict.

Our algorithm for calculating position effects is described in

Algorithm 1.

a: PPDB-BASED KEY WORD EXPANSION

As shown in the previous section, we notice that people will

locate a particular sub-context to answer the question based

on the key words of question when doing reading compre-

hension. Correspondingly, we believe that the context word

which is closer to question words should bemore important in

machine reading comprehension. Therefore, we should select

the question words first before we find which context words

is closer to these words. If we only use the co-occurrence

question words when calculating the position information,

there will be many information loss when the question words

appear as synonyms or anamorphic phrases.

Bilingual pivoting [36] is one of the most well-known

approaches to paraphrasing, which follows the work of the

statistical phrase-based translation (SMT) [37]. Based on the

assumption that two English strings which can be translated

to the same foreign string have the same meaning, PPDB [15]

is created as a syntactic paraphrases. Because there are more

various representations than ordinary synonym dictionaries,

we choose PPDB to obtain some lexical representations of

question words, and calculate the query-to-context position

influence with expanded word set Q′.
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Algorithm1 Steps for Introducing Positional Attention (With

Gaussian Kernel)

Input: The set of question word,Q; The sequence of context

words, C = (c1, c2, . . . , cl), which arranged in word

order.

Output: Position influence vector pi;

1: Expand the set of question word Q with help of PPDB to

get the expanded question word set Q′;

2: for each ci ∈ C do

3: if ci ∈ Q′ then

4: init Array pos_i ∈ R
l

5: pos_ij = KGaussian(i, j)

6: init Array pos ∈ R
l

7: for each pos_i do:

8: pos =
∑

pos_i in each dimension

9: pi = posiP

10: return pi;

FIGURE 2. Proximity-based kernel functions. We set σ = 10 for all kernels.

For each question words except stopword, we retrieve from

PPDB to obtain the relevant words in lexical and phrasal

rules. Therefore, for a question which has a key word set

Q = {qi}
i=1
k and the extend words set Q′ = {{qi}

i=1
k , {q′

i}
i=1
k }

is then used to calculate the position distance.

b: POSITIONAL INFLUENCE

In this step, corresponding to our previous assumption that the

words which is close to the question words are more likely to

be the answer, for different distances u we need a function

f (u) to measure the following mapping relationships:

f (u1) > f (u2),when |u1| < |u2| (5)

Following the previous works in information retrieval [14],

there are several kernel functions can be used to measure this

mapping, such as Gaussian kernel, Triangle kernel and Circle

Kernel. Figure 2 shows the distribution curve of these kernel

function, and thees kernels are formally shown as below:

KGaussian(u) = exp[
−u2

2σ 2
] (6)

KTriangle(u) =

{

1 −

∣

∣

∣

u

σ

∣

∣

∣
u < σ

0 otherwise
(7)

KCircle(u) =







√

1 − (
u

σ
)2 u < σ

0 otherwise

(8)

where u is the variable that affects the output of kernel func-

tion. In our task, we define u as the position distance in the

context of two words. The study [12] shows that Gaussian

kernel is an effective way in most cases. In order to facilitate

the description of the model detail, we use Gaussian kernel to

describe later. We model the weight that how a question word

influenced a context word as below:

KGaussian(c, q) = exp[
−(pc − pq)

2

2σ 2
] (9)

where c and q are the context word and question word which

occurs in context, pc and pq is the absolute position of word

c and word q in the context. The normalization parameter σ

controls the function distribution curve as shown in Figure 2.

The characteristics of the Gaussian kernel make the weight of

the context words which are closer to question words boost

most, which also measures appropriately to our assumption.

For each context word i, we calculate the position influence

of context word j as:

posi(j) = KGaussian(i, j)I [j ∈ Q′] (10)

where Q′ is the question word set we assigned as the infor-

mational word, I [·] is indicator function, when the condition

is true, the value is set to 1, otherwise it will be 0. At the same

time, to take the word relevance into account, we also try to

calculate the position influence by multiplying a similarity

weight Sim(i, j) between the question word and the extent

relevant word, but it is worthless because of the little boost

and a huge cost of time:

pos′i(j) = K (i, j) ∗ Sim(i, j) ∗ I [j ∈ (Q′ − Q)] (11)

For each context word of position, we calculate the posi-

tion embedded vector pi with a shared position embedding

matrix P:

pi = posiP (12)

c: POSITION-AWARE ATTENTION

After we obtain the position embedded vector, we calculate

the attention weight ri for each hidden state uCi as:

ri = v⊤tanh(Whu
C
i + Wppi) (13)

ai =
exp(ri)

∑n
j=1 exp(rj)

(14)

where ai is the attention weight which canmeasure the impor-

tant weight of each context word. We can obtain the attended

vector as follow:

cp =

n
∑

i=1

aiu
C
i (15)
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3) QUERY-CONTEXT ATTENTION:

In order to get the query-context interactive information,

a two-directional attention [9] is used. First, we calculate the

similarity of each word:

sij = W1u
C
i + W2u

C
j + W3(u

C
i ⊙ uCj ) (16)

Then wen can attend question and context representation

as below:

pij =
exp(sij)

∑n
j=1 exp(sij)

(17)

c
q
i =

m
∑

j=1

piju
Q
i (18)

In another direction:

mi = max(ai1, . . . , aim) (19)

pi =
exp(mi)

∑n
j=1 exp(mi)

(20)

qc =

n
∑

i=1

piu
C
i (21)

Then we concat uCi , c
q
i ,q

c ⊙ uCi , cp ⊙ uCi as the final vec-

tor, which combines bidirectional information and position

information.

4) ANSWER PREDICTION AND TRAINING:

The answers in TriviQA are usually a continuous text frag-

ment, we use Bi-LSTM and pointer networks [2] to predict

answer start and end position score. The self-attention is

also applied because it can bring the internal interaction.

The softmax operation is applied to the start and end scores

to produce start and end probabilities. At the training step,

we choose the sum of the negative log probabilities of the

true start and end tokens by the predicted distributions as the

minimize function to optimize our model.

C. POSITION MAPPING EMBEDDING

Before constructing the positional influence vector, we use a

shared position embedding matrix to calculate the position

influence vector as shown in Formula 10. Instead of this,

we also experiment with using a special positional effect that

uses Gaussian distribution to map each position, with the

idea that the influence of each concrete distance follows the

distribution of Gaussian. So we use the Gaussian kernel to

map the columns of the initial matrix:

P ∼ GaussianKernel(u, σ ) (22)

This approach simply uses the Gaussian distribution to

exploit position information, but does not design for each

word.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we first introduce the machine reading com-

prehension dataset TriviaQA we used and the auxiliary

TABLE 2. TriviaQA datasets statistics.

dataset PPDB for question expansion, and briefly introduce

the dataset text pre-processing we utilized before the experi-

ment. After this, two matrices to evaluate the performance of

machine reading comprehensionmodel are explained. Finally

we introduce the implementation details of the experiment.

1) DATASETS

a: TriviaQA DATASET

TriviaQA dataset includes 95K question-answer pairs, and

each question has 6 evidence documents on average [6].

It is authored by trivia enthusiasts and independently gath-

ered evidence documents, which makes the dataset more

complex. The contexts of over 650K context-query-answer

triples are/ automatically generated from search results of

either Wikipedia or Web. The average length of contexts

in TriviaQA is about 2895 words [21]. Chapters for infer-

ential answers are divided into two domains according to

the source of their acquisition: Wikipedia articles and Web

search results.

Before using the TriviaQA dataset, we need some neces-

sary text pre-processing first. There are usually many small

fragments in the documents of the dataset. Questions in the

TriviaQA dataset usually contain multiple related passages,

which are ranked in the dataset. We find that passages with

higher ranking usually contain more information about rea-

soning answers and answer spans, so when merging para-

graphs, we prefer to use those ones. We merge these related

paragraphs into documents before using the data, then take

a maximum of 500 words per documents and make sure the

answers in this document. The QA pairs of the dataset are

randomly partitioned into a training set (80%), a development

set (10%) and a test set (10%).

2) EVALUATION METRICS

There are two assessment methods in machine reading com-

prehension tasks: Exact Match (EM), the predicted answer

span matches the ground truth answer exactly. F1 score,

the overlap ratio between predicted answers and ground truth

answer.

3) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

At the embed layer, we initialize the word embedding with

the 300 dimension Glove word embeddings trained on 840B

tokens [40], and obtain the char embedding by using char-

CNN [33] with 100 dimension. During the training phase,

the model is optimized using AdaDelta optimizer [41] and

maintain an exponential decay rate of 0.999. For char-CNN,

BiLSTM and linear transformation we adopt dropout rate

with 0.2 Considering the large number of TriviaQA datasets
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TABLE 3. Result on the TriviaQA.

we evaluated on, we set the hidden state size as 300 and mini-

bath size as 60.

For the hyper-parameter σ of the kernel function, we exper-

iment with a set of values from 5 to 50 in increments of 5 to

compare the performance of different σ with different kernel

function, and we will analyze it later.

B. MAIN RESULTS

The performance on TriviaQA dataset is given in Table 3. As

we describe in previous, the gathered method of TriviaQA

makes the dataset closer to the machine reading comprehen-

sion task which people usually deal with, thus we mainly

evaluate the model on TriviaQA. In order to achieve best

performance on dataset, many models adopt complex struc-

tures or add many sub-components. In our work, we mainly

explore the role of position information in machine reading

comprehension model, so we mainly compare it with the

baseline of dataset, and then analyze its effects through an

ablation study. The baseline model Classifier is follow the

work [42], which is to maximize the conditional probability

of the correct answer and minimize the conditional prob-

ability of the wrong answer when the question is given.

The BiDAF model [9] use a LSTM-based model with

two-directional context-query attention.

In order to evaluate the performance of different kernel

functions, we experiment with Gaussian kernel, Triangle

kernel and Circle kernel on TriviaQA separately. As shown

in the results from Table 3, the Gaussian kernel function

outperforms Triangle kernel and Circle kernel in most cases.

Explaining from the principle of these kernel functions,

the Triangle kernel and Circle kernel influences may vanish

at a distance. In other words, they only focus on the content

of a certain window size. But Gaussian kernel still has a

subtle influence in the more distant context. With the help of

TABLE 4. Ablation study of position-aware attention and PPDB-base
question word expansion.

FIGURE 3. Performance of the parameter σ of different kernels.

positional attention, our model achieves a 3% improvement

compare to baseline model BiDAF.

C. EFFECTS OF POSITION-AWARE ATTENTION AND

PPDB-BASE QUESTION WORD EXPANSION

In order to specifically analyze the effect of each module,

we have done separate experiments on the two parts. The

experimental results are presented in Table 4.

As shown in the experimental results, the position-aware

position can bring 5% improvement compare with the model

without attention. It means that in most case the context of

documents complies with the previous assumption that the

word which is near to the question words is more likely to be

the answer. Therefore, by model this priori knowledge into

our approach, model can focus more on these words that are

more likely to be the answer. But at the same time, because

of the introduce of this priori knowledge, the model may

perform worse in the cases that the question which need to

infer the answer across several sentences or even paragraphs.

In this case, the priori assumption limits the correct attention

of the model to the context.

For the part of PPDB-base question word expansion,

this improvement is expected and obvious. Because of the
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diversity of expressions in the machine reading comprehen-

sion dataset, and one of the reasons we choose the TriviaQA

dataset as the evaluation dataset is that this data collection

comes from real web corpus, which leads to many personal,

oral and phrasal expressions of the answer paragraph. Our

pipeline process is to retrieve the question words in the article

first, and then to model the position information based on

these question words. Therefore, the expansion of question

words will directly affect the performance of the model.

For the current dataset of machine comprehension, even

question wordsmay be the sameword inmany question.With

the aid of PPDB-based expansion, the performance of our

model can improve by about 1%.

D. INVESTIGATION OF PROPAGATION SCOPE σ

According to the mathematical definition of kernels in the

previous section, all three kernels have a hyperparametric σ to

turn. This parameter controls the distribution curve of the ker-

nel function. In our task, it represents the change degree of the

influence of the relative position between words. Optimized

setting of parameters is usually adjusted according to specific

scenarios. If we want the influence of position information to

be small and wide-ranging, that is, the curve tends to be flat

and wide, then σ should be increased appropriately. Ideally,

this parameter would be better if it could be fine-tuned to

suit a specific individual problem to the desired scenario.

In our work, we set up a number of experiments to explore

the effects of different lengths on the kernel function.

As can be seen from the Figure 3, the performance of

the Gaussian kernel is significantly better than other kernel

functions. In addition, when σ is about 25 to 35, the per-

formance of several kernel is nearly the best. This value

is mainly related to the data set because it represents the

positional characteristics of the data. As a hyper parameter, its

superficial meaning indicates the sensitivity of the question

to the influence of words in nearby positions. A larger value

means that the closer the word is influenced, the farther the

word influence is. For Triangle Kernel and Circle Kernel,

since the distribution is only meaningful within the range

of less than σ , it is equivalent to a sliding window, and the

window size is equal to 2σ + 1, that is, only the information

of these words is considered. When we limit σ to a smaller

value, they are more suffered with this change than Gaussian

kernel.

E. CONTRAST EXPERIMENT OF POSITION INFORMATION

We have made comparative experiments and discussed the

methods of other kinds of position information. The experi-

mental results are shown in Table 5.

Adding position embedding before contextual layer is a

more direct feature method. Previous work is mostly to add

relevant information of the neural language when there is no

recurrent architecture to bring the word order information.

In our experiment, it can not work well because its role may

partly repetitive with some part of RNN, which might bring-

ing redundant and less helpful information. This methods

TABLE 5. Effects of Position Embedding and Gaussian Position Matrix.
Here we use the model with general attention as baseline model and use
our position-aware attention-based model within Gaussian kernel as
‘‘Our model’’.

FIGURE 4. The attention heatmap for a context fragment with question
‘‘Which guitar innovator and player has a range of Gibson Guitars named
after him?’’.

simply introduce position information into the representation,

but do not design for the characteristics of our proposed

prior assumption of position information in machine reading

comprehension. And the use of Gaussian position mapping

matrix could bring litter improvement since the the initial set

up could be change after calculate.

F. ATTENTION VISUALIZATION

We draw a word-level attention heatmap of one context frag-

ment with question ‘‘Which guitar innovator and player has

a range of Gibson Guitars named after him?’’ for intuitive

analysis in Figure 4. This fragment comes from a relevant

passage of more than 3000 words. Here we leave aside the

other redundant information in the context and analyze this

text in detail. As we can see, the focus of the model is

mainly on several key question words ‘‘guitar’’, ‘‘Gibson’’

and the words around them. With the PPDB word expansion,

the word ‘‘inventor’’ also has a higher weight. With our

method, the model can reasoning the informational text area

in a more direct way and provide better answer.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore how to benefit from position infor-

mation for enhancing the machine reading comprehension.

More specifically, we use position encoder, position mapping

embedding to introduce position information directly, and

we also propose an optimized position-aware attention-based

machine reading comprehension model, and introduce exter-

nal knowledge to take full advantage of position information.

By analyzing some details of the use of position information

and comparing with these methods to combine position infor-

mation, our work shows position information could enhance

the machine reading comprehension, and attention method is

better than others in the use of position information.
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